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What is happening to the America we knew? Does the Bible provide insight into our nationâ€™s

growing disintegration and give us clues to the future of the US? The newly re-written 2016 Edition

of THE END OF AMERICA is now available in softback or Kindle version. The book details thirty

prophetic â€œmysteryâ€• clues identifying a rich, powerful and influential end times nation which will

betray Israel and is therefore destroyed in one day/hour/moment. Radical Jihadistsâ€™ plans to

conquer the world for Allah by bringing â€œDeath to Americaâ€• are analyzed, comparing Muslim

prophecies to Biblical end days verses.Prophecies warning Godâ€™s people to flee from this

â€œmysteryâ€• nation are studied in depth. WHEN should one flee? WHERE should Godâ€™s

people flee? THE END OF AMERICA lists nations which may be safe in the latter days, as Jihadists

exert political and religious control across the globe. Also included are major world events which

Godâ€™s people should watch for, as Jesus advised.If you know in your spirit that America is in

trouble, that what is unfolding before our very eyes proves that we are in the last days, this book will

provide answers from Godâ€™s Word. Available in the new 2016 Edition on Kindle for 99 cents so

that every Christian and Jewish American can read and heed Godâ€™s warnings.
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This is an "End Time" book arguing that Mystery Babylon is the USA. It makes a strong case for the

argument, but there are two weaknesses:The author relies heavily on Old Testament prophecies

talking about Babylon, which isn't a problem per se, but to do a good job of it, it's essential with each

of those prophecies to prove convincingly WHY the prophecy is talking about the "Mystery Babylon"

of the End Times, rather than referring to only the Babylon of ancient times.For instance the Bible

contains prophetic passages in Ezekiel talking about Israel, and someone could argue that those

are talking about ancient Israel. However, in these prophecies there are key things you can point to

in order to definitively PROVE that those verses are about the recreated Israel we have today. I'm

mentioning that only as an analogy. The author needs to do the same thing with the Old Testament

prophecies regarding Babylon.For me the other principal weakness of the book is that when the

book of Revelation says to Mystery Babylon, "come out of her my people..." it is conceivable that

God is referring merely to a relocation of the people, but to assume that without question is

simplistic. Some would argue, convincingly I think, that what God really wants is for his people to

"come out" of Mystery Babylon by ceasing to live like the heathen and become "worthy to escape all

these things" by means of GOD rescuing them, rather than merely relocating to continue their

heathen lifestyle elsewhere. The author just assumes that relocation is all that God has in mind and

focuses on other nations to move to.

I give the book 5 stars because I find it an interesting read, and for 99 cents for the Kindle version, it

is a bargain.I would warn anyone reading this book, however, to take most of what it says with a

grain of salt. It should be viewed as an interesting idea, not serious investigation of Biblical

Eschatology. The book follows the template established by Hal Lindsey in the 1970's with his book,

The Late Great Planet Earth. Hal Lindsey, Grant Jeffries and countless others use the same secret

formula in writing prophecy books . . . grab a few attention getting news headlines, grab a few

scriptures, and whip everyone into a frenzy that the events in the headlines are fulfillment of Bible

prophecy, and whatever the headlines are become mapped onto certain Bible verses. Watching this

over the last 40 years, the story constantly changes as the news headlines change. The

authors/teachers keep tweaking the story as conditions in the world change. The Bible should be

studied and interpretted based on the Bible, not based on current headlines.What I do like about the

book is the suggestion that the Whore of Babylon in Revelation just might be the United States. In



this country the Evangelical Church (of which I am a part) has so conditioned us so much to believe

that we are a people most favored by God and he is just tickled pink with us and everything we do.

The message of repentance and obedience is almost completely lost. I fear that we have become

so corrupt we are not even capable of recognizing our own sin and shortcomings. This book shows

striking parallels between the United States and the Biblical image of Mystery Babylon, the Whore of

Babylon, or the daughter of Babylon.
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